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Validity of Running in Gait Biometrics Naveen Rohila Research Scholar Lingaya’s University, Faridabad, Haryana, India-121006 Abstract- Due to increasing crime rate, necessity of visual surveillance and monitoring applications is increasing day by day. This paper describes the validity of running gait biometrics by establishing the relation between normal walking and running using Fourier Analysis and Phase Modulating Signals. Static and Dynamic features of each person are calculated for running and walking both. Experiments have been done at Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Faridabad in real world conditions. 77 persons participated in normal walking experiments and 15 persons from these participated in running experiments. The experimental results shows that running of each person is unique and can be effectively used for recognition like normal walking.



knees and ankles. Most distinguishing features are double support and double float. During running there exists a period when both legs are in air (double float) while during walking there exist a period when both legs are in contact with surface (double support) as shown in Figure 1. Another major difference is that during walking heel contacts the ground by a foot flat stance. While during running it is rear-foot heel striking or mid-foot striking [9].



Keywords- Biometrics, Kinematics, Fourier Analysis, Silhouette, Joint Angle Trajectories, Phase Modulated Signal. I.



INTRODUCTION



There are considerable evidences in literature that human beings have power to recognize a person by his legs motions. They are capable to discriminate between male and female, adult and child without seeing the face. All these activities indicate that there are some signatures which make the gait of a person unique and identifiable. But today identifying people automatically and accurately using visual surveillance and monitoring applications has become a necessity. In many terrorist attacks like at Mumbai on 26/11/2008 and German Bakery on 13/2/10 at Pune, in both cases identifications and decisions are mainly based on CCT camera footage consisting of different views of persons walking and running. This paper presents a noval approach to extract important signatures during walking and running which empowers the neural networks to recognize a person whether he is walking normally or running. Our motivation here is to develop a relationship between running and walking in real world environments. To develop this relationship kinematics of gait during both gait styles have been observed and analysed. The results are quite satisfactory and prove the validity of running in gait biometrics. II.



HUMAN GAIT



Human gait is most complex form of human activities. It involves high level interaction between central nervous system and body movements. Running is an extension of walking. These two can be distinguished by stride duration, stride length, velocities and angles of movements of thighs,



(a)



(b)



Fig. 1 (a) Double float (b) Double support



A. Over View of Approach From the input video two different information are extracted. One which remain invariant whether person is walking, running or standing. And another is changed when person is walking or running. The former is known as static features like height, aspect ratio, centroid of body, length of torso, length from hip joint to knee joint and from knee joint to ankle. While the later is known as dynamic features like joint angle trajectories of knee, hip and ankle, phase difference between two legs, angles of hand movements etc. Algorithm shown in Figure 2. is based on the idea that gait is not only walking of a person but it includes shape and dynamics of body also. So the static and dynamic features of each person is combined together using combination classifier for final recognition. This combination classifier uses a combination of model-based and motion based approaches [5]. It not only analyzes the spatio temporal motion pattern of gait dynamics but also derives a compact statistical appearance.
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(IJEECS) International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Systems. Vol: 10 Issue 02, 2012 [4]. Gait cycle of each subject is measured and found that gait signatures are directly linked with phase and magnitude components of thigh and lower leg rotation. Phase and magnitude components of a gait sequence can be represented using Discrete Fourier Transform [11]. If thigh of a subject is rotating with angular velocity ω then Discrete Fourier Transform of it is represented as . Its magnitude is represented as m=



(3)



and phase is represented as p=



(4)



Then the phase weighted magnitude of ω is calculated by their vector multiplication i.e PWM(ω)= m•p



Due to greater magnitude of rotation of thighs and lower leg, the gait signatures are mainly formed from their lower order PWM components. The higher order harmonics of upper body are very small in magnitude and easily dominated by noise and hence ignored.



Fig. 2 Overview of proposed algorithm



III.



Feature Extraction



IV.RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WALKING AND RUNNING



A. Static Feature Extraction Silhouette extraction includes background subtraction, extraction of moving silhouettes for each image sequence. To segment the walking figure from the background image, technique of motion detection is applied [2,3]. And to reduce the redundancy only spatial contours are considered. Segmentation is done using updated Gaussian background method. The centroid of silhouette shape can be calculated using regionprop() command. The silhouette shape can be represented as a set of pixel points along the outer contour counter clockwise in a complex coordinate. So each silhouette shape can be described as a vector consisting of complex numbers with boundary elements. If then



(1) z=



(5)



(2)



and hence each gait sequence is transformed to 2D sequence. Then from these 2D sequences covariance and eigen vectors are calculated to obtain eigen shape of a walking or running person.



Running is an extended version of walking in time domain[9]. Like walking running of each person is also unique. The gait signature is formed from the lower order PWM components of both thigh and lower leg rotation due to their greater magnitude. From figure 3, it is very clear that running is phase modulated version of walking. From figure 4, in fact the range of movement made by the lower limbs and the manner in which the limbs swing when walking and running are different. The modulated signal for running i.e. R is represented as in Equation 6 R



(6)



Where W is the signal for walking and K is phase modulating signal. The mapping between walking and running is calculated by calculating the phase difference and magnitude ratio of each harmonic as represented in Equation 7 and 8 for thigh. (7) And



B. Dynamic Feature Extraction Dynamic features includes angles of rotation when walking and running. These are extracted using kinematic model of human walking as discussed in our previous paper



Similarly,
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(8) can be calculated.



(IJEECS) International Journal of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Systems. Vol: 10 Issue 02, 2012 V.EXPERIMENTS A. Data Acquisition The experiments were conducted at Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Faridabad. 77 persons participated in normal walking experiments while 15 persons from these participated in running experiments. Four sequences had been recorded for each subject separately for walking and running. Video has been recorded using SONY HVR-Z7U video camera. The distance between camera and track was around 26 feet and length of track was 21 feet. Videos are recorded at rate of 30 frames per second. All these experiments were done in real world conditions. B. Experimental Results



Fig. 3 Comparative graph of left thigh rotation during walking and running



For each image sequence, we first extract static features in the manner described in Section 3(a). In addition, we perform the model based tracking and recover dynamic features in the manner described in Section 3(b). First, we use static and dynamic features separately for recognition. Nearest neighbour classifier is used to determine to which class a given measurement belongs. After that static and dynamic features are fused using product rule[5] and then again recognition process has been performed. Receiver operating characteristic curves have been plotted for different pairs of false acceptance rate (FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR) under different threshold values of acceptance. Above steps have been performed for normal walking and running separately. Then features of running and walking are fused together using summation[5]. C. Analysis and discussion Figure 3 and 4 are comparative graphs of subject 4 of left thigh and knee during walking and running. It is very clear that minimum phase difference of thigh between two is 0.03 degrees and maximum is 28.76 degrees. Figure 5-16 shows different surface plots and contour plots. Surface plots indicate a smooth map with continuous first and second order derivatives at every point. While contour plots indicates the points where the function has a constant value.



Fig. 4 Comparative graph of left knee during walking and running



Contour plots of knee phase difference between running and walking are more sharper than thigh. Further, contour plots of are more sharper and clearer than



and



. But their fusion as per equation 5 give



better results than individuals. Upon comparing figure 5 with 13, 6 with 14, 7 with 15 and 8 with 16 it is very clear that movement of legs(right and left) of a person are not same neither for thigh nor for knee. The test sequences have been divided into three main categories i.e walking, running and walking+running. These categories have been further divided into three sub categories i.e s1, s2 and s3. s1 is a test sequence whose frames are already part of database. s2 is a different test sequence of a person who is already a part of database. s3 is a test sequence of a person whose signatures are not part of database. Table 1 shows the recognition results with these test sequences.
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Fig.5 Surface plot of left thigh phase difference (



) between walking and



Fig.8 Contour plot of phase difference (



running



Fig.6 Contour plot of phase difference of left thigh (



) between walking



) of left knee between running



and walking



Fig. 9 Surface plot of



of thigh of left knee



and running



Fig.10 Contour plot of Fig.7 Surface plot phase difference (



) of left knee between running and



walking
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of thigh of left knee
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Fig.11 Surface plot of



Fig.12 Contour plot of



Fig. 14 Contour plot of phase difference between running and walking for right leg



of left knee



Fig.15 Surface plot of knee phase difference between running and walking of right leg



of left knee



Fig.13 Surface plot of phase difference between running and walking for right leg



Fig.16 Contour plot of knee phase difference between running and walking of right leg
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TABLE 1



%age of recognition of first seven subjects of database



Fig.17 Results for 1.Walking 2. Running 3.Running



REFERENCES VI. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSION As clear from table 1 that results using walking are somewhat better than those using running. This is due to the fact that while walking dynamics are captured more clearly rather than running although recognition results vary from 71% to 93%. In the process of segmentation in certain scenarios, such as self occlusion of body parts, shadow under the feet, the arm and the torso having the same colour, and low quality of image sequences bring challenges to recognition. For some portion of images we calculated the features manually also. We applied updated Gaussian background technique for segmentation because it is gives better results in case there is some motion in background. But drawback is that for a frame sequence for which Sobel edge detector give results in less than one second and for the same updated Gaussian background method give results in more than 3.5 minutes. From the above discussion it is very clear that although running can be considered for recognition in gait biometrics but very high resolution camera is required to capture the dynamics more effectively and secondly segmentation should 12 be more accurate. Both of above points create a trade off between execution time and accuracy.
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